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Abstract

Vehicle longitudinal control systems such as (commercially available) autonomous Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and its more sophisticated variant Cooperative ACC (CACC) could potentially have significant impacts on traffic flow. Accurate models of the dynamic responses of both of these systems are needed to produce realistic predictions of their effects on highway capacity and traffic flow dynamics. This paper describes the development of models of both ACC and CACC control systems that are based on real experimental data. To this end, four production vehicles were equipped with a commercial ACC system and a newly developed CACC controller. The Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) that has been widely used for ACC car-following modeling was also implemented on the production vehicles. These controllers were tested in different traffic situations in order to measure the actual responses of the vehicles. Test results indicate that: 1) the IDM controller when implemented in our experimental test vehicles does not perceptibly follow the speed changes of the preceding vehicle; 2) consecutive strings of ACC vehicles are unstable, amplifying the speed variations of preceding vehicles; and 3) consecutive strings of CACC vehicles overcome these limitations, providing smooth and stable car following responses. Simple but accurate models of the ACC and CACC vehicle following dynamics were derived from the actual measured responses of the vehicles and applied to simulations of some simple multi-vehicle car following scenarios.
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1. Introduction

Freeway congestion in the vicinity of large cities increases daily pollution and fuel consumption, and wastes commuters time. Data indicate that U.S. commuters experienced an average of 52 hours of delay per year, causing $121 billion of delay and fuel costs annually [20]. This problem is being approached in two different ways. On one hand, some projects work on the infrastructure side, trying to provide information about the road traffic conditions and advising drivers on travel times to permit rerouting, as well as managing the flows of vehicles onto highway on-ramps. On the other hand, other projects focus on the vehicles, developing intelligent systems able to adjust vehicles speeds based on the preceding vehicles speeds, modifying the dynamics of the traffic response [33].

The first commercially available systems that actively controlled vehicle speeds independent of driver actions were Conventional Cruise Control (CCC) systems, based on regulating the throttle action to control vehicle speed [23]. The next step in the development of speed control systems was the Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) [22]. As occurs with CCC, a set speed can be chosen using the driver interface but when a preceding vehicle is detected by a lidar or radar sensor, the subject vehicle speed is adapted to the preceding one based on a pre-selected time gap. The driver’s tasks are considerably reduced under regular traffic circumstances because control of the distance to the preceding vehicle, via both brake and throttle action, is done automatically [34].

ACC systems are currently available in the market, primarily on premium vehicles, but with some introductions on middle-class vehicles. The design and control strategies of the commercially available ACC systems are closely-guarded secrets of their developers because these are sensitive to competition between auto makers and suppliers. The open literature only contains documentation of similar systems developed in academic research projects, only a few of which have been experimentally implemented on real vehicles. A literature review shows a variety of technical approaches. Among them, an explicit model predictive control approach is presented in [15]. [13] shows a full-range speed ACC with collision avoidance capabilities including different driving modes as a function of the vehicle’s acceleration. Control based
on artificial intelligence techniques for ACC is presented in [14]. In [12], a comparative study between robust control approach and artificial intelligence based control is shown for a low speed range ACC.

The next generation of longitudinal control systems is focused on adding vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications to take advantage of more extensive preceding vehicle information, from multiple preceding vehicles, and with reduced delays. Using this additional information, control system performance can be tightened significantly, enabling significant reductions in inter-vehicle distance and improvements in string stability [25]. Recently, its potential benefits were tested in the Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge held in Helmond, The Netherlands in 2011[32] where nine vehicles from different European research institutions drove in a two-lane platoon using different control techniques mainly based on proportional, or proportional-derivative feedback/feedforward controllers [9, 17, 4] or Model Predictive Control (MPC) techniques [3, 8]. A successful demonstration was also carried out by The Connect & Drive project using a six-vehicle platoon [18] in The Netherlands. Finally, the first PATH vehicle following results using a two-vehicle CACC implementation were presented in [2].

Impacts of ACC and CACC systems on traffic flow have been widely analyzed through simulation studies, assuming a range of market penetrations. Specifically related to ACC, [1] presented an extensive review about different car-following models for traffic analysis. Recently, the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM)[29] has been used as a reference for modeling ACC car-following behavior in traffic flow simulations. It defines the target acceleration for the follower vehicles using a free-road strategy for the acceleration phase and a combined strategy of the desired time gap and comfortable deceleration for the braking phase. This approach has been enhanced [6] to avoid hard braking responses in case of cut-in maneuvers, in which a new vehicle merges into the lane. Recently, the IIDM model has also been introduced [30], including modifications to the original IDM model for situations where actual speed exceeds the desired speed and/or is close to it. Highway capacity simulations using this car-following logic have shown predictions of capacity improvement even with a low ACC market penetration (under 50%). The General Motors car-following model is used in [5] where highway capacity drastically increases when the percentage of ACC-equipped vehicles approaches 100%. However, when the ACC market penetration is high, a small increase in the percentage of human drivers was found to be enough to cause congestion. An analytical study of mixed traffic flow between human-driven vehicles and
IDM-equipped vehicles is shown in [16] considering time-delay response in both.

Regarding CACC results, [31] presented CACC impacts on merging situations on highways when the number of lanes is reduced from four to three. A new car-following model for CACC vehicles was introduced and the results show CACC dramatically improving traffic flow with a reasonable increment in the market penetration. Lately, [19] introduced a modified version of the IDM controller (IDM+) for studying traffic flow stability. Experimental results based on a 50-vehicle platoon where recommended acceleration or braking commands were suggested to the driver were also shown. It was tested with a 100% market penetration rate but it significantly reduced shockwaves. A simple model for CACC and ACC vehicles is presented in [26] where results showed that the increase in the number of ACC vehicles is unlikely to produce any significant change in highway capacity. However, when the CACC-equipped vehicles are over 50% market penetration, lane capacity is drastically increased. Although a limited number of results for both ACC and CACC implemented on production vehicles are available, models used for macroscopic simulations have been based on theoretical approaches rather than on experimental results. That is, there has until now been no direct relationship between the results obtained on production vehicles and the simulations carried out to evaluate ACC and CACC traffic impact.

In this review, we focus on ACC and CACC designs that are based on constant time-gap (sometimes loosely referred to as constant-headway) vehicle following criteria, which are most closely related to normal manual vehicle-following behavior by drivers. These are substantially different from the constant-clearance (or constant-spacing) vehicle following criteria used in tightly coupled platooning concepts that have been developed and tested for cars and trucks. The control design and stabilization challenges are significantly more difficult for the latter class of systems, as explained by [27].

This paper first analyzes two consecutive vehicles using a commercial ACC system, the CACC controller developed by the project team [11] and the IDM controller, all implemented on the same production cars. Next, experimental results for four consecutive vehicles using both the commercial ACC controller and the CACC controller are presented. From these results, a new model for ACC and CACC controller dynamic responses is identified, to be used for microscopic simulation purpose. Simulation results for both controllers are included and compared with the experimental results obtained from the production vehicles. Results indicate that while CACC is
likely to improve traffic flow, ACC can cause bigger traffic jams than human drivers, contrary to the large majority of the previous results presented in the literature. This idea was introduced in [26].

The rest of the paper is structured as follow. Section 2 introduces the production vehicles used in the tests and the comparison between the commercial ACC controller, the newly developed CACC system and the implementation of the IDM model for two consecutive vehicles. A test of four consecutive vehicles with both ACC and CACC controllers is presented in Section 3, where vehicle responses are analyzed. ACC and CACC vehicle models are proposed in Section 4. Section 5 presents some example simulation results to predict ACC and CACC car-following behavior when the number of consecutive equipped vehicles increases. Final remarks are given in Section 6.

2. Test vehicle description

Experiments were carried out using up to four production Infiniti M56s (see Figure 1) provided by Nissan. For the experimental test purposes, neither control input saturations nor gear changes were involved, producing a homogeneous vehicle chain. They are equipped with a commercial ACC system that uses a lidar for detecting the preceding vehicle. These vehicles have been retrofitted with a 5.9 GHz Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) system for permitting vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications. A Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) with Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) corrections is incorporated in a Wireless Safety Unit (WSU) supplied by DENSO. The control logic is embedded in a dSpace MicroAutoBox which receives data from both the WSU (i.e., preceding vehicle speed measurements from its on-board sensors, speed reference when controller is activated, controller activation flag, current time gap and set speed) and from the subject vehicle’s Controller Area Network (CAN) (i.e., inter-vehicle distance measurements from the lidar).

Low-level commands—i.e., throttle and brake pedal actions—are generated by the on-vehicle production system. The high level controller (ACC or CACC) is in charge of generating speed commands to the low-level controller and these can be computed to modify the vehicle speed command using dSpace. Internal limitations are also imposed on the maximum acceleration—up to 1$m/s^2$—and deceleration—up to 2.8$m/s^2$.
2.1. Two-vehicle experimental results

An on-road test with the described experimental platform was carried out using the different controllers to evaluate their responses in real traffic conditions. The tested controllers were: 1) the factory equipped ACC system; 2) the CACC controller that has been previously developed and presented in [11]; and 3) the IDM model that has been widely used as a reference for ACC car-following models. A two-vehicle comparative study was carried out considering the three controllers. An automatic speed change profile was designed and implemented on the leader car, consisting of a series of speed changes in which the maximum acceleration and deceleration were $1 m/s^2$. The reason for using this value is because the vehicles were factory-limited in the acceleration response so the controllers can be compared in the same conditions without saturating the system. The three controllers were run on the follower vehicle, driving behind the leader vehicle maintaining this speed profile.

The enhanced version of the IDM system presented in [6] was implemented, although merging vehicles from adjacent lanes are not considered in this experiment. The IDM essentially defined an acceleration target command that is generated by the following function

$$a_{IDM} = a \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{v}{v_0} \right)^\delta - \left( \frac{s_0 + vT + \frac{v \Delta v}{2 \sqrt{ab}}}{s} \right) \right]$$

(1)

where $v$ represents the current vehicle speed, $v_0$ the desired speed in free-flow traffic conditions (set at 120km/h), $s$ the bumper-to-bumper inter-vehicle clearance, $s_0$ the vehicle-vehicle clearance in stand-still situations (set at 0 meters because these tests were carried out on highways at speeds higher than
Parameter | Value
--- | ---
desired speed $v_0$ | 33.3 m/s
free acceleration exponent $\delta$ | 4
desired time gap $T$ | 1.1 s
jam distance $s_0$ | 0 m
maximum acceleration $a$ | 1 m/s$^2$
desired deceleration $b$ | 2 m/s$^2$

Table 1: IDM parameters for M56s experimental vehicles

25m/s), $T$ the minimum steady-state time gap (set at 1.1 seconds, which is a suitable value for commercial ACC systems), $a$ the maximum acceleration (set at 1m/s$^2$ in these vehicles by the manufacturer) and $b$ the desired deceleration (set at 2m/s$^2$ which is considered as a proper deceleration level for comfortable car-following behavior [10]). Table 1 shows the parameters used for the IDM model implemented on the experimental vehicle.

The controller was initially tested using equation (1) but this produced an unrealistic behavior. According to the IDM website [28], it needed to be updated to limit the last term in the equation to prevent it from taking negative values. Equation (1) was re-defined as

$$a_{IDM} = a \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{v}{v_0} \right)^\delta - \left( \frac{s_0 + \max \left[ 0, vT + \frac{v\Delta v}{2\sqrt{ab}} \right]}{s} \right) \right]$$

(2)

The factory ACC system and the CACC controller were also tested using the same speed profile for the leading vehicle, which consisted of the following series of speed changes. In the first cycle, the vehicle drives at 25.5m/s for 10 seconds; then, it accelerates at a constant acceleration of $(1/80)g$ to reach 29.5m/s speed. The speed remains constant for 10 seconds, before the vehicle starts to decelerate at a constant rate of $(1/80)g$ to come back to a constant speed of 25.5m/s for 10 seconds. The second cycle repeats the same acceleration and deceleration curve with a constant acceleration of $(1/40)g$ and 15 seconds of driving at a constant speed at the top and bottom of each acceleration or deceleration event. The third and fourth cycles repeat the same pattern at $(1/20)g$ and $(1/10)g$ with 20 seconds of driving at a constant speed between acceleration and deceleration events. Figure 2 presents the results for the three controllers for the same speed changes. The top graph shows the speed of the leading car (solid green line) and the behavior of
the following car when the vehicle is controlled by the factory ACC (solid red line), the CACC (solid black line) or the IDM (solid blue line). The next one depicts the acceleration response of the vehicles for these speed changes. The following graph plots the time gap error of each controller (gap reference for CACC is 0.6 seconds, while 1.1 seconds is used as reference gap for the factory ACC and the IDM). The bottom graph shows the inter-vehicle clearance distances during the three tests.

The leader vehicle is manually driven until the speed profile is activated. This transition results in initial condition recovery oscillations in the controllers during the first 20 seconds. After that, one can compare the behavior of the three controllers. For the factory ACC system, the delay in its response causes a smooth overshoot on each acceleration phase. The higher the acceleration, the bigger the overshoot. This delay can also be appreciated in the acceleration plot. The time gap error plot gives an idea about how the car-following system behaves. For the ACC, this value is mainly under 0.1 seconds, reflecting good performance. A positive error indicates that the real time gap is higher than the desired one which indicates that the controller was designed in a conservative way giving priority to the passengers safety and avoiding gaps shorter than the set point. Finally, the inter-vehicle clearance plot indicates the visual perception the driver is likely to have of the car-following performance (accuracy) of each controller. Each speed change cycle is equal to $4m/s$ so the vehicle clearance is varying between 30 and 35 meters, which gives the driver the feeling that the vehicle is engaged to the leading one, reacting to its speed changes.

For the CACC controller, the delay is drastically reduced in the speed response—which gives the driver the feeling that the vehicle responds promptly to any speed change by the leading car—and the overshoots are eliminated. Consequently, the acceleration response is similar to that of the leading vehicle. The excellent tracking of the inter-vehicle time gap is also evident, with the time gap error of almost zero during the entire test. Finally, the reduction in the time gap from 1.1 seconds to 0.6 seconds causes the inter-vehicle clearance to vary from 15 to 18 meters.

For the IDM, there is a significant delay in the response to speed changes by the leading car. It can be clearly appreciated in the last acceleration cycle, when the CACC controller responds almost at the same time as the leader, then the ACC controller responds with a significant delay with respect to the CACC and, finally, the IDM responds even slower than the ACC controller. There is a minimum undershoot in each of the speed changes. Consequently,
Figure 2: Comparison among car-following policies using CACC, ACC and IDM controllers experimentally tested on the M56s on public roads
the acceleration response is pretty smooth during most of the test except for the last deceleration (when the leading vehicle brakes at $1m/s^2$). For this last deceleration maneuver, it is also noteworthy that both the ACC controller and IDM are braking harder than the leading vehicle; however, the CACC controller is braking more gently than the leading vehicle with an excellent time-gap error. The troubling behavior of the IDM is mainly reflected in the time-gap error plot. The error never goes close to zero and, additionally, it seems that there are two different time-gap references: one for the lowest speed, with a fixed gap error around 0.4 seconds; and a different one for the highest speed, with an error around 0.7 seconds. Then, the inter-vehicle clearance varies from 38 to 53 meters, so the driver perceives that the vehicle is not actively following the leader. This large gap variation raises questions about the driver acceptance of the IDM as an automatic car-following control strategy. Although IDM+ or IIDM models could improve this behavior (because they include specific modifications to deal with this time-gap error), the big delay introduced by the on-board sensors and the undershoot that is detected in the last braking maneuver would be amplified when ACC-equipped vehicles (using the IDM+ or IIDM systems) drive consecutively. This result suggests that when ACC market penetration increases, it will not improve traffic flow, but will rather cause it to become less stable.

Using the experimental results obtained from the factory ACC controller and the newly developed CACC controller, an analysis of these car-following systems is next developed based on the vehicle speed responses. The next section details this analysis for each of these car-following policies.

### 3. Understanding ACC and CACC car-following behavior

This section describes the car-following behavior from the speed response perspective for the CACC and ACC vehicles. The analysis is based on test results from the same vehicles equipped with both controllers. The models defined here can be used to fill the gap between experimental results on a small number of vehicles and a microscopic simulation of many vehicles, which can be based on these simple models that incorporate accurate empirical approximations to the vehicle behavior.

To this end, the same speed profile was applied as the input to both the ACC and CACC controller, to measure the effects of speed changes with four consecutive vehicles. The goal is to get a realistic idea about how a string of vehicles works considering the effect that the leading vehicle speed
change has on the second, third and fourth car for each controller. The tests were carried out on public roads with non-equipped vehicles driving in the adjacent lanes, so the magnitude and severity of the speed changes had to be strictly bounded for safety reasons.

3.1. CACC

For the CACC controller, speed and acceleration responses for the second, third and fourth vehicles are depicted in the top graphs of Fig. 3 and 4 respectively. The good behavior of the four consecutive CACC vehicles can be appreciated, taking good advantage of the preceding vehicles’ information thanks to V2V communications. The speed responses are pretty similar for all the vehicles, and they can be approximated by a first-order lag function. The System Identification Toolbox from Matlab was used for adjusting the first-order lag model parameters to achieve the best model fit. Different transfer functions, depending on the position of the vehicle, were developed. These transfer functions are presented in Table 2 where $v_1$, $v_2$, $v_3$ and $v_4$ represent the speed of the first, second, third and fourth vehicle respectively.

The real speed of the first vehicle was used to stimulate the responses of the second, third and fourth vehicles using the first-order lag transfer functions. Simulation results for speed and acceleration are shown in the bottom graph of Fig. 3 and 4 respectively. One can appreciate how they perfectly fit (over 95%) the behavior of the real CACC vehicles validating
Figure 4: Comparison between simulation and experimental acceleration results for a CACC controller using four speed changes with different acceleration rates

Table 2: CACC car-following models for the second, third and fourth vehicle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>( \frac{v_2}{v_1} )</th>
<th>( \frac{v_3}{v_1} )</th>
<th>( \frac{v_4}{v_1} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Second vehicle</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{1.31s+1} )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2.11s+1} )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2.47s+1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third vehicle</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2.11s+1} )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2.47s+1} )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2.68s+1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth vehicle</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2.47s+1} )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2.68s+1} )</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{3.09s+1} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table shows the car-following models for the second, third, and fourth vehicles, with each model represented as a fraction of the leading vehicle's speed, adjusted for time delay.
the proposed transfer functions. These results indicate that a simple model—representing a first-order lag response—can be used to model the previously developed CACC controller [11].

3.2. ACC

The factory ACC system was also tested under the same real conditions and using the same speed profile as the CACC controller. The top graphs of Fig. 5 and 6 show the speed and acceleration respectively of the four ACC vehicles. As with the two vehicles, the initial speed of the leading vehicle before starting the speed profile is governed by a human driver so the oscillations during the first 30 seconds are for recovery of the initial condition offsets. After that, one can appreciate how the other vehicles are following the leading vehicle speed changes. As with the two vehicle results reported in Section 2.1, the higher the leading vehicle’s acceleration, the higher the overshoot. That overshoot is also propagated to the rest of the vehicles so it is even larger in the third car with respect to the second car and larger again in the fourth car with respect to the third one.

This experimental result shows for the first time that the theoretical results previously presented in the literature [21, 24], where car-following policies based only on predecessor information were used for ACC controllers, are inherently unstable when applied to real vehicles. These results are contrary to the string stable results obtained with the IDM for vehicle platoon
formation presented in [7, 6] and to the favorable traffic flow results obtained using even low ACC market penetration. The responses of the test vehicles demonstrate a considerable instability, which is amplified downstream. The difference between these results and the theoretical model results arises because the theoretical model does not represent the response delays associated with ranging sensor signal processing and vehicle actuation.

It is worth noting that this factory ACC system was designed with serious consideration of string stability, unlike many other ACC systems, and is actually more stable than some other commercially available systems. However, even its stability enhancing design features are not able to overcome the challenges associated with the lack of preview information available about the motions of the vehicles ahead of the immediately preceding vehicle.

Car-following behavior for the four ACC cars was analyzed for each car related to the leading vehicle. The System Identification Toolbox from Matlab was again used for finding the proper transfer function–second order with time delay–that represents the vehicle behavior. Table 3 shows the second-order transfer functions with time-delay that model each of the vehicles (goodness of fit over 83% for all the vehicles). Time delay plays a key role in understanding the difference between CACC, where the vehicles receive information from all the preceding ones, and ACC, where a predecessor-only car-following policy means that the larger the number of consecutive ACC vehicles, the longer the delay.

The real speed and acceleration profiles of the first vehicle were used to
Second vehicle \[ \frac{v_2}{v_1} = \frac{0.23}{s^2 + 0.4s + 0.23} e^{0s} \]

Third vehicle \[ \frac{v_3}{v_1} = \frac{0.2}{s^2 + 0.2s + 0.2} e^{-2.23s} \]

Fourth vehicle \[ \frac{v_4}{v_1} = \frac{0.2}{s^2 + 0.05s + 0.2} e^{-5.02s} \]

Table 3: ACC car-following models for the second, third and fourth consecutive vehicles

stimulate the responses of the second, third and fourth vehicle using the second-order transfer functions. Simulation results are shown in the bottom graphs of Fig. 5 and 6. The larger the position of the vehicle in the platoon, the larger the disturbances. The unstable behavior of the ACC system is especially reflected at the last vehicle, making it difficult to obtain a second-order model that fits the vehicle behavior accurately.

4. ACC and CACC vehicle models

The first- and second-order transfer functions clearly show the differences between ACC and CACC car-following responses for multiple consecutive vehicles. However, these open-loop responses cannot be used as car-following models. A small drift or bias can be introduced at each simulation step that cannot be recovered without closing the loop. To this end, two different models are developed: 1) a simplification of the CACC controller to fit the real vehicle behavior in a proper way is used for the CACC model; and 2) an improvement of the previous model presented in [26] based on the experimental results is used for the ACC modeling. Note that both models are limited to a maximum acceleration of 1\( m/s^2 \) and a maximum deceleration of 2.8\( m/s^2 \) according to the real vehicles’ limitations.

4.1. CACC vehicle model

For modeling the CACC vehicle behavior, a simplification of the controller implemented in the production cars [11] is applied. The gap error of the k-th consecutive vehicle \( (e_k) \) can be determined as
\[ e_k = x_{k-1} - x_k - t_{hw} v_k \]  

(3)

where \( x_{k-1} \) is the current position of the preceding vehicle, \( x_k \) and \( v_k \) are the current position and speed of the subject vehicle respectively, and \( t_{hw} \) is the current time-gap setting. The design objective for a gap regulation controller is to minimize this gap error, obtaining a constant time-gap following policy. For modeling purposes, this error and its derivative are used for determining vehicle speed on each control cycle. It is calculated following the next equation (4)

\[ v_k = v_{k\text{prev}} + k_p e_k + k_d \dot{e}_k \]  

(4)

where \( v_{k\text{prev}} \) is the speed of the subject vehicle in the previous iteration, and the gains \( k_p \) and \( k_d \) trying to adjust the time-gap error with respect to the preceding vehicle. The same values that were determined during the experimental tests are used (\( k_p = 0.45 \) and \( k_d = 0.25 \)).

This speed function properly matches the real behavior of the vehicles (RMSE = 0.1046 m/s). For its validation, the speed profile of the first real CACC vehicle is used as input for the subject vehicle model. Figure 7 shows the comparison between the second real vehicle and the second vehicle using the CACC model. The top graph depicts the speed responses of both vehicles, the middle graph plots the speed error of the real and simulated vehicle, and the bottom graph represents the distance with respect to the leading vehicle. One can appreciate how the speed of the simulated vehicle responds in the same way as the real vehicle. The time-gap adjustment is done in a similar way, which is reflected in the inter-vehicle clearance. The behavior of the speed function for the CACC model demonstrates that it is a simple and realistic way of simulating two consecutive CACC vehicles.

For the rest of the vehicles, we have used the same speed function for modeling their behavior. Figure 8 shows a comparison between the real and simulated speed response of both the third vehicle (top graph) and the fourth vehicle (bottom graph). Their responses are completely consistent with the first-order model function introduced in the previous section and with the real behavior of the vehicles (RMSE values are 0.2034 m/s and 0.2567 m/s respectively).
Figure 7: Comparison between real and simulated results for two consecutive CACC vehicles
Figure 8: Comparison between real and simulated results for the third and fourth CACC vehicles
4.2. ACC vehicle model

The production controller is based on several control blocks that deal with specific traffic circumstances so it is not straightforward to move the real controller into a simulation environment. Vehicle acceleration was modeled based on the distance and speed errors, according to the next equation (5)

\[ a_k = k_1 (x_{k-1} - x_k - t_{hw}v_k) + k_2 (v_{k-1} - v_k) \]  

where \( a_k \) represents the acceleration of the k-th vehicle; \( x_{k-1} \) and \( x_k \) indicate the current position of the preceding and the subject vehicle respectively; \( v_{k-1} \) and \( v_k \) represent the current speed of the preceding and the subject vehicle respectively; \( t_{hw} \) is the current time-gap setting; and \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are the gains on both the positioning and speed errors respectively. For determining the \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) gain values, an optimization criterion based on the integral absolute error (IAE) is chosen. IAE is defined as

\[ IAE = \int_0^T (|v_{\text{real}} - v_{\text{simulated}}|) \, dt \]  

where \( v_{\text{real}} \) is the speed of the real vehicle during the four-car CACC test and \( v_{\text{simulated}} \) is the speed of the same vehicle for the simulated CACC using the same speed profile. The reason for not including position error in the optimization function is the result obtained during the test. Although a constant-time-gap policy is used, the complex logic underlying the controller also considers additional parameters which results in gap variations. Bearing this in mind, an effective way to determine the gain values \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) for the acceleration response is minimizing the speed difference between the real and simulated results. The minimum IAE was obtained for \( k_1 = 0.23s^{-2} \) and \( k_2 = 0.07s^{-1} \).

Figure 9 shows a comparison between the real and simulated responses for the second vehicle. The top graph depicts vehicle speed, the middle graph plots speed error and the bottom graph shows distance error between vehicles. One can appreciate how well the vehicle speed obtained from the model fits the real speed from the experimental data (RMSE = 0.2984m/s). Speed and distance error results also show how the vehicle is following those errors in a proper way—considering real vehicle errors.

Figure 10 shows the behavior of the third and fourth ACC vehicles using the same model (RMSE values are 0.5149m/s and 0.8226m/s respectively). As can be appreciated in the second-order transfer function for the vehicle
Figure 9: Comparison between real and simulated results using two consecutive ACC vehicles
speed presented in the previous section, the time delay from one vehicle to the next is pretty similar so the same vehicle model was used for each vehicle, using its preceding vehicle to determine the position and speed errors. Note that although the model was tested for four vehicles, it could potentially be extended to an unlimited number of vehicles. However, considering the feedback from drivers who experienced the controller in the fourth vehicle, a human driver would be likely to disengage the controller since the behavior is clearly uncomfortable and considerably worse than a human driver is likely to permit without intervening. It is also remarkable to comment how the basic ACC model car following fits well even for the last vehicle.

Recall that this model is a description of the performance of the commercially available ACC system, which has been carefully designed to give smooth performance that will be acceptable to drivers when used in a two-car vehicle following scenario. Changing the control gains to improve string stability may have adverse effects on other aspects of car following behavior, impairing driver acceptability, so it should not be undertaken lightly. Additional research is needed to determine how to design ACC systems that will
meet driver expectations in two-car following scenarios while also minimizing string instability in multi-car following scenarios.

5. Simulation results

This section presents some simulation results to analyze different scenarios when the number of consecutive ACC or CACC vehicles increases. Specifically, three cases are considered: 1) ten consecutive CACC vehicles; 2) five consecutive ACC vehicles; and 3) a mixed case, where the two first followers are ACC-equipped and the next seven are CACC-equipped.

5.1. Ten-vehicle CACC scenario

This test shows the effect of increasing the number of consecutive CACC-equipped vehicles. Using the model obtained in the previous section, six additional vehicles are simulated to assess how longer strings behave. The top of the Figure 11 depicts vehicle responses to the speed changes on the part of the leading vehicle. For the sake of clarity, the fifth, seventh and ninth vehicle responses are not included in the graphic. The speed of the leading vehicle was obtained from the road tests. One can appreciate how all the vehicles perfectly follow the leading vehicle speed changes without amplifying its oscillations downstream. This result corresponds well with the experimental results shown for the four-vehicle test in Figure 3. It gives an idea about the ability of CACC to improve traffic flow stability and highway capacity. The middle and bottom plot show clearance distances between vehicles and time gap values during the test.

5.2. Five-vehicle ACC scenario

Experimental results showed the amplification downstream when the leading vehicle speed changes in ACC formations. To study the effects when the number of vehicles increases, a simulation scenario with five consecutive vehicles is presented in Fig. 12. The top graph plots vehicle speeds; the middle graph depicts clearance distance between vehicles; and the bottom graph shows the time gap of each vehicle during the experiment. The most undesirable behavior appears in the last braking maneuver around second 240. A deceleration of 1\(m/s^2\) from 30 to 26 m/s by the leading vehicle causes the last vehicle to brake to 20 m/s. It is also noteworthy that the delay introduced by each vehicle can cause the vehicles to get out of phase with each other, to the extent that when the leading vehicle begins to accelerate, the last vehicle in
Figure 11: Simulation results for ten consecutive CACC vehicles
the platoon is braking, as occurs around second 210. These oscillations were so severe that the test drivers rated them unacceptable for normal use. Even with the gentle speed change profile of the leading vehicle, if more consecutive ACC-equipped vehicles are included and assuming drivers keep their ACC running during the whole test, a full stop would occur at the tenth vehicle. This indicates the instability that ACC-equipped vehicles can introduce in traffic flow at high market penetration ranges, reducing highway capacity.

5.3. Scenario with mixture of CACC-equipped and ACC-equipped vehicles

The last simulation experiment consists of ten vehicles, where the second and third vehicles are ACC-equipped (the third vehicle is also equipped with V2V communications) and the next seven vehicles are CACC-equipped. The top graph of Figure 13 shows the speed of the vehicles during the simulation. The same speed profile as used in the two previous tests is used for the leading vehicle. One can appreciate how the second and third vehicles amplify the speed changes of the leading vehicle. Then, from the fourth vehicle, the oscillations are considerably reduced. The bottom part of Figure 13 plots the behavior of the seven CACC-equipped vehicles (removing the leader and the second vehicle). The unstable behavior of the third vehicle (the leader for the next seven CACC-equipped vehicles) can be clearly seen, and then the rest of the vehicles considerably reduce its oscillations, improving traffic flow and stability.

6. Concluding remarks

This paper has reported two primary findings. First, it shows the comparison in car following performance among three different controllers, a production ACC, the IDM model that has been widely used for ACC car-following simulations and a newly developed CACC controller, using test results on production vehicles in order to evaluate their performance in realistic traffic circumstances. Second, it applies the experimental results to derive simple car-following models that can be used to represent the production ACC and the new CACC in microscopic simulations of their impacts on traffic flow dynamics.

The comparison among the different controllers shows the IDM model producing smooth car-following behavior, but with very slow response and large clearance gap variations. This comparison also demonstrates that string stability is not achievable for multiple consecutive vehicles using ACC when
Figure 12: Simulation results for five consecutive ACC vehicles
the leading vehicle speed varies, even under relatively mild speed variations. Although the speed changes smoothly, the responses include a large enough delay to cause an unstable response of the following vehicles. This instability is solved by adding V2V communications, leading to the CACC controller. Experimental results demonstrate that CACC is a suitable candidate to produce a significant improvement in highway capacity and traffic flow stability.

The newly developed models for both ACC and CACC systems match the experimental results obtained from the production vehicle road tests very closely. A comparison between speed and clearance distance errors between the real and simulated vehicles is included for both controllers, indicating the accuracy of the proposed models.

Next research steps are focused on two goals: on one hand, to implement the proposed models in a microsimulation platform to evaluate their effects on traffic flow for different market penetration ranges; on the other hand, to improve the proposed models toward a more realistic behavior including cut-in and cut-out responses from unequipped vehicles using experimental results obtained from our four CACC vehicles [11].
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